
Pediatric Full Human Body Phantom for X-Ray CT & MRI
Training
Price inquiry: +48 605999769, kontakt@openmedis.pl

Product code: FR02844

4-Year old Pediatric Full Body Phantom is an X-RAY CT and MR compatible training product. It is primarily used
to train various patient positioning techniques. Often purchased by medical schools & teaching hospitals to train their
radiology students & other medical professionals. The design of this phantom is based on the model of a 4-year-old
child of 40″ (102 cm) in height. This phantom is a life-size, full-body anthropomorphic phantom with anatomically
correct organs and bones constituted in 10 body parts. The phantom weighs about 20 kg. Other uses include visual
evaluation in finding out optimal scanning conditions. 

 

The Phantom consists of the following features:

Anatomically correct full-body divided into 10 parts as explained below.
Realistic body tissue-mimicking material, compatible with CT & MR imaging.
Useful to train/perform several patient positioning techniques under radiology.
Shoulders can be rotated 360 degrees round ways and 180 degrees sideways.
Movable Hip joints, knees, and elbows at respective degrees.
Detachable Head, Torso & limbs.
The bones have a realistic three-layered structure with inner porosity which can be adjusted
according to the requirement of the particular project.
Customizable with different pathologies(lesion, tumor, infection, abnormality) upon request.
The phantom can be ordered in a transparent or skin-colored version.
  Head: Has an anatomically correct skull, brain tissue, gray matter and cervical spine.
  Upper limb: elbow joint, forearm (elbow and radius), hand (wrist and fingers), realistically simulating the
skin material surrounding the arm.
  Lower limb: thigh (femur), knee joint, shank (tibia and fibula), foot (toe bones), realistic, properly imitating
leather material.
  Torso: spine, chest, collarbone, scapula, pelvis.
  Internal organs: trachea, bronchi, heart, lungs with pulmonary vessels, stomach, liver, kidneys, spleen,
pancreas, bladder, gallbladder, large and small intestines.

Additional information:
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  Height: 102cm (approx)
  Weight: 20 kg (approx)
  Whole body divided into 10 parts
  Video project
  Coursebook
  Transport case
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